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Recovery is a Process Not an Event®

This workshop series brings proven techniques for changing unhealthy or addic-
tive patterns of thinking and behavior.

•  If you are looking for practical tools and techniques for personal develop-
ment and spiritual growth, the simplicity of this workshop will pleasantly
surprise you.

•  If you are at a point in your life where you would like to change ingrained
patterns of thinking and behavior that have become barriers to having the
kind of life you only dream about, this program can help.

•  If you have never been exposed to the 12 Step recovery tools, this program
will show you how to use these tools to change patterns of thinking and
behavior that you no longer desire in your life.

•  If you are a newcomer to any form of 12 Step recovery, the information in
this program could increase the speed and quality of your recovery.

The Recovery is a Process not an Event® curriculum is a uniquely powerful
blend of 12-step facilitation and cognitive self-change tools. This combination
gives you a proven and easy to use method for changing unhealthy and addictive
patterns in your life.

The Twelve Steps are reprinted with permission of Alcoholics Anonymous World Services, Inc.
Permission to reprint the Twelve Steps does not mean that A.A. is in any way affiliated with this program.
A.A. is a program of recovery from alcoholism only - use of the Twelve Steps in connection with programs
and activities which are patterned after A.A., but which address other problems,or in any other non-A.A.
context, does not imply otherwise.

Additionally, although A.A. is a spiritual program, it is not a religious program.  Hence, A.A. is not allied
with any sect,denomination or specific spiritual belief.
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Tape 4
Part Four: Step 4 - 32 Minutes

•  Instructions for Step Four
•  Looking for the “Truth”
•  Resentment Inventory
•  Fear Inventory
•  Sex Inventory
•  Step Four Vision

Tape 5
Part Five: Step 5 - 24 Minutes

•  Step Five Instructions
•  How Self Image is Formed
•  Self Talk

Tape 6
Part Six: Steps 6 & 7 - 29 Minutes

•  Instructions for Step Six
•  Mind-Mapping Life Without These

Defects
•  The Self  Talk cycle
•  Changing Self Talk
•  Instructions for Step Seven
•  Seventh Step Prayer
•  Affirmation and Visualizat ion
•  Writing Affirmations
•  Visualization

Tape 7
Part Seven: Steps 8 & 9 - 25 Minutes

•  Instructions for Step Eight
•  Flick Back/Flick Up
•  Instructions for Step Nine
•  The Promises

Tape 8
Part Eight:  Steps 10, 11 & 12 - 42 Minutes

•  Constructive and restrictive
Motivation

•  Instructions for Step Ten
•  Captain of the World
•  Instructions for Step Eleven
•  Reticular Activating System
•  Instructions for Step Twelve
•  Seasons and Cycles of Recovery
•  Closing Comments

Tape 1
Part One: Introduction - 23 Minutes

•  Introduction to the Workshop
Presenter

•  Workshop Overview
•  What’s Holding You Back from

Having a Better Life?
•  Nine Dot Exercise
•  Lock On/Lock Out Concept
•  Possibility Thinking
•  Searching for Answers to Commonly

Asked Quest ions About the 12 Step
Recovery Process

•  Handout Card Exercise #1
•  Scotoma

Tape 2
Part Two: Step 1 - 21 Minutes

•  Step One Instructions
•  Mind-Mapping Examples for

Powerlessness
•  Mind-Mapping Examples of

Unmanageability in Nine Areas of Our
Life

Tape 3
Part Three A: A Framework for Step 2 - 27

Minutes
•  Step Two

“Came to believe that a Power
greater than ourselves could restore
us to sanity.”

•  Definitions of Sanity
•  Models of Mental Health
•  Handout Card Exercise #2
•  Three Mental Processes
•  Understanding Your Auto Pilot

System
•  Summary of the Thought Process
•  Handout Card Exercise #3

Part Three B: Steps 2 & 3 - 24 Minutes
•  Step Two Instructions
•  Mind-Mapping Examples of Vision in

Nine Areas of our Life
•  How Big is Your God?
•  Characteristics of Higher Power
•  Step Three Instruct ions
•  Third Step Prayer
•  Vision of Our Relationship with God



Participant Introduction Questions

Who are you?

Why are you here?

What is going well in your life?

What would you like to see improved?

If you could learn any one thing from this workshop, what would you
like it to be?
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What is Holding You Back From Having a Better Life?
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Barriers

Habits

Attitudes

Beliefs

Expectations

Potential Results



Nine Dot Exercise

Connect all nine dots using only four straight lines without
removing your pen from the paper or retracing a line.
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Possibility Thinking

•  What possibilities are your current patterns of thinking
and behavior blocking you from?

•  What unnecessary, self-imposed restrictions are
keeping you from a happy, healthy life?

•  Is it possible that recovery and personal change
could be easy for you?

•  How does the Lock-On, Lock-Out Principle apply to
this exercise?

•  How does this apply to your thinking about what is
possible for you in terms of Recovery and Personal
Growth?

•  Are you now willing to use the material presented in
this workshop to help you become a “Possibil ity
Thinker” instead of an “Impossibility Thinker”?
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Searching Together For Answers to Commonly Asked Questions

• What do the Twelve Steps do to people who work them?

• How do the Twelve Steps do what they do for those people who
work them?

• Will the Twelve Steps work for me?

• How do I go about working the Twelve Steps?

• If I have already worked the Steps once, why should I go back
to Step One and work them all over again?
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What Do You See?

• What objects can you see on this card?
-Can you see the arrow?
-What about the fireplace or the lego tank?
-Can you see the cigar store Indian? How about the hat?

• Do you see any letters or words on this card?

• What is a Scotoma?

• What are you blocking out about the 12 step recovery process
that is right in front of your eyes?

• Are you will ing to explore this process with an open mind?
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Step One
“We admitted we were powerless over...

that our lives had become unmanageable”

Step One - First Half
We admitted we were poerless over...

Instructions:

• Study the Big Book from the preface through page 43.

• Look for similarities between what you read in these pages
about their experience of being powerless over alcohol and
your own experience of being powerless over...
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• Write out or mind-map a description of what you are currently
powerless over and how it is affecting you today.

Note:  For more inforamtion on mind-mapping, please consult one or several books on this topic by Tony
Buzan, author and inventor of the mind-mapping technique.
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Step One—second half
“…that our lives had become unmanageable.”

Instructions:

• Read second full paragraph on page 52—((“We had to ask…”).

• Turn the statements from this paragraph into questions and use
them to assess nine possible areas of unmanageability in your
current life.

1.  Where am I having trouble managing my personal relation-
ships?

2.  Where am I having trouble controlling my emotions?
3.  Where have I been experiencing misery?
4.  Where have I been experiencing depression?
5.  Where am I having trouble making a living?
6.  Where am I having feelings of uselessness?
7.  Where am I full of fear?
8.  Where am I unhappy?
9.   Where am I having trouble being of help to others?

• Write out or mind-map descriptions of how you are currently
doing in each of these nine areas.

• Based on this assessment, is your life unmanageable right
now?

• If the answer is yes, move on to Step Two.
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Where am I having trouble managing my personal relationships?

12

Relationships



Where am I having trouble controll ing my emotions?

13

No Control
Over

Emotions



Where have I been experiencing misery?

14

Prey to
Misery



Where have I been experiencing depression?
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Prey to
Depression



Where am I having trouble making a living?

16

Can’t Make
a Living



Where am I having feelings of uselessness?

17

Feelings of
Uselessness



Where am I full of fear?

18

Full of
Fear



Where am I unhappy?

19

We Are
Unhappy



Where am I having trouble being of help to others?

20

Can’t be of 
Real Help 
to Others



Step Two

“Came to believe that a power greater than ourselves could restore us to sanity.”

Definition of Sanity:

•  Soundness of mind
•  Being sane
•  Mental health
•  Tendency to avoid extreme views

Models:

Let’s look at some information on how the mind works and how mental
health is created and maintained.
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Our Mind Has Three Separate but Associated Processes

22

conscious

subconscious creative
subconscious



The Conscious Mind

This part of our mind perceives the world:  it perceives “reality” through
input from our five senses of sight, sound, smell, taste and touch.

The conscious mind has four functions:

1.Perception — through our senses..

2.Association — compare the perception to our past experi-
ences..

3.Evaluation — after we associate what we perceive with our
past experience, we evaluate these perceptions to gauge how
they might affect us..

4.Decision — we finally decide on a course of action, reaction or
indecision..
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The Subconscious Mind

The subconscious mind has two functions:

1.  Recorder — stores our versions of reality or the  “truth” as we
believe it to be.  This includes our “truth” about ourselves, our self-
image.

2.  Automatic body functions and habits — handles automatic and
learned functions, like heartbeat, breathing, etc., or habits like tying
shoelaces, driving a car, etc..
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The Creative Subconscious Mind

The creative subconscious has four functions:

1.  Maintain reality — makes us act like the person we see ourselves
to be. It maintains our self-image and makes us act like we picture
ourselves..

2.  Provides drive and energy — when it senses a problem or obsta-
cle in the way of our goals it provides energy (motivation) to find
answers and solutions..

3.  Creative problem-solving — including intuition and hunches..

4.  Spiritual guidance.
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Summary of the Thought Process
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1.  Perception — through senses
2.  Association — seen anything like

this before?
3.  Evaluation — what is this leading

me towards?
4.  Decision — yes, no, do nothing

1.  Recorder — the  “t ruth”, “reality”,
“self-image”

2.  Automatic body functions and
habits

1.  Maintain sanity
2.  Creat ive problem solving
3.  Motivation, drive and energy
4.  Spiritual guidance

conscious

subconscious creative
subconscious



Step Two—continued

“Came to believe that a  power greater than 
ourselves could restore us to sani ty.”

Instructions:

Read pages 44 through 57 (We Agnostics) in the Big Book.

Set new direction (vision) for each of the nine areas that you
assessed in the second half of Step One.

-  What would your l ife look like in each of these areas if
you didn’t have the unmanageability?

-  If you could be any way you would like to be, how would
you be in each of these nine areas?

-  Create mind maps of how you want to be in each of these
nine areas.

-  Write down your vision of each area.
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Mind-Mapping Your Step Two Visions

What would your life look like in this area if you didn’t have the unman-
ageability?

If you could be any way you would like to be, how would you be in this
area?

Vision:
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What would your life look like in this area if you didn’t have the unman-
ageability?

If you could be any way you would like to be, how would you be in this
area?

Vision:
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Healthy
Emotions



What would your life look like in this area if you didn’t have the unman-
ageability?

If you could be any way you would like to be, how would you be in this
area?

Vision:
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Joy



What would your life look like in this area if you didn’t have the unman-
ageability?

If you could be any way you would like to be, how would you be in this
area?

Vision:
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Mental
Wellness



What would your life look like in this area if you didn’t have the unman-
ageability?

If you could be any way you would like to be, how would you be in this
area?

Vision:

32

Making
a

Living



What would your life look like in this area if you didn’t have the unman-
ageability?

If you could be any way you would like to be, how would you be in this
area?

Vision:
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Usefulness



What would your life look like in this area if you didn’t have the unman-
ageability?

If you could be any way you would like to be, how would you be in this
area?

Vision:
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Faith



What would your life look like in this area if you didn’t have the unman-
ageability?

If you could be any way you would like to be, how would you be in this
area?

Vision:
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Happiness



What would your life look like in this area if you didn’t have the unman-
ageability?

If you could be any way you would like to be, how would you be in this
area?

Vision:

36

Helping
Others



How Big Is Your God?

•  Let go of old beliefs.

•  Is it possible for you to receive and act upon a new set of “truths”?

•  Is it possible that a power exists in the universe which is capable of
giving you the results in these nine areas that you have described in
your vision statements?

•  Describe or mind map the characteristics of a power that could bring
about change in your life and that you might consider turning your will
and life over to.

37

Characteristics
of Higher Power



Step Three

“Made a decision to turn our will and our lives over to
the care of God, as we understood Him.”

• Read pages 58 through 63 in the Big Book.

• Set spiritual direction for your relationship with God.  Describe
or mind map exactly how you would like it to be (your vision).

• Do the third step prayer (page 63) with another person.

“God, I offer myself to Thee — to build with me and to do with me as
Thou wilt. Relieve me of the bondage of self, that I may better do Thy
will.  Take away my difficulties, that victory over them may bear witness
to those I would help of Thy Power, Thy Love and Thy Way of Life.
May I do Thy will Always!!” Page 63 Alcoholics Anonymous

• Write out and use your own prayer in addition to this one, if you
want to say it in your own words.

Written Vision of Relationship with God:
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Ideal /Vision
Relationship

wi th God
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Characteristic of God

God is my only Employer

God is Power

God is Love

How God relates to me 

• Gives me di rection. 
• Develops, teaches, supports,
funds, protects, va lues and guides
me. 

• Gives me work that is appropria te
for my level o f development and
capabili ty. 

• Suppl ies whatever resources I
need to  get the assigned work
done wel l. 

• Makes power available to  me. 
• Gives me all  the power I need for
whatever I am asked to do. 

• Allows more power to flow through
me, as I become a more clean and
efficient condui t.

• Enables the characteristics of the
Love Thought System to be pres-
ent and manifest in  every area and
aspect of my life. 

• Loves me uncondi tionally. 
• Fil ls me to overflowing wi th  love. 
• Allows and expects me to  be a
channel o f h is love. 

• Teaches me how to receive, expe-
rience and g ive love. 

How I relate to God 

• I seek and follow di rections wel l 
• I am fa ithful, devoted, focused,

energetic and hard working. 
• I am a good reflection on my

employer 
• I am an efficient user of time and

resources that are given to  me. 
• I constantly develop capabi lity and

knowledge that will  allow me to do
greater service work in the future. 

• I am dedicated to  growing a long
spi ritual  lines and being of maxi-
mum service to God and my fe llow
man. 

• I constantly seek to become a
more clean and efficient condui t for
God’s power to  flow through. 

• I allow God’s power to  flow through
me, to whatever purpose, service
or need he chooses, without any
form of resistance or dissipation by
my sel f. 

• I live my l ife on God’s power, not
sel f-power. 

• I use the power I am given to be of
maximum service to  God and my
fellow man. 

• I love, honor and respect all  l iving
things. 

• I look for and find love in al l people
and situations that I encounter in
my li fe . 

• I live my l ife centered in  the Love
Thought System. 

• I love myself and others as God
loves me. 

• I seek to become an increasingly
cleaner and more efficient conduit
for God’s love. 

• I am constantly learning how to
receive, experience and give love. 

Sample Third Step Vision for my relationship with the Higher Power:



Step Four 

“Made a fearless and searching moral inventory of ourselves” 

Instructions: 

• Read pages 63 and 70 in the Big Book. 

• Complete a five column resentment inventory. 

• Complete a four column fear inventory. 

• Complete an eleven column sex inventory. 

• Write out sexual ideals, set spiritual direction (vision) for sex life. 
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Looking for the “Truth” 

In these fourth step inventories, we are looking for the “truth” which has built the
patterns of thinking and behavior in our life up to today. It will be uncomfortable
to look at what our version of the “truth” is but, until we bring it up to the con-
scious level and inspect it, we do not know what to keep and what to discard. 

Fourth Step Reminder 

You are no longer trying to work these steps on your own! Write a prayer like
this at the top of every page of your inventory. 

“God, please help me to be honest, help me to remember, and give me the
courage to complete this inventory.” 

41
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Resentment Inventory Format 
(five columns) 
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1 2 3 4 5
Name of The cause

(what they did)
Hurts,

threatens or
affects my:

My mistakes Name for
amends list

- person

- institut ion

- principle

- self-esteem:
who I  think I
am

- personal
relations:
men are or
should be
women are or
should be

- sex relations:
women are or
should be
men are or
should be

- ambitions:  a
want or hope
for something

- security: I
need

- pocket book:
money

- fear: what I
am afraid of

- character
defects



Useful Definitions 
for Step Four--Character Defects 

Anger

Arrogant

Cheat

Competitive

Conceit

Deceptive

Dishonest

Dishonesty by 
Omission

Disorganized

Disprespectful

Distrust

Ego

Envy

Fear

Gluttony

Grandiosity

Harsh

Hatred

Impatient

Hostile feelings because of opposition or a 
hurt.

Full of or due to pride.

A fraud; swindle; to be dishonest or deceitful; sexual-
ly unfaithful.

To be in rivalry; a contest

An exaggerated opinion of oneself.

Misleading, dishonest action

Not be trusted.

Failure to include; not telling the whole truth.

Throw into confusion.

Not to feel or show honor or esteem.

Lack of trust; doubt

Self-centered, selfishness.

Desire for something that another has.

Anxiety caused by real or possible danger, pain, etc.

The habit or act of eating too much; one with a great
capacity for something.

Imposing; pompous and showy; pretentious; self-
important.

Offensive to the mind or feelings.

Stong dislike or ill will.

Lacking patience; annoyed because of delay
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Inconsiderate

Indifference

Insensitive

Insecure

Insincerity

Intellectual Pride

Intolerant

Irresponsible

Jealous

Judgmental

Lust

Neglect

Possessiveness

Prejudice

Pride

Procrastinate

Rude

Self-centered

Selfish

Self-pity

Thoughtless; not having regard for others and their
feelings.

Of no importance; unconcerned.

Not responsive.

Not safe; feeling anxiety.

Deceptive or hypocritical.

An overly high opinion of one’s own self-knowledge

Unwilling to put up with othrs beliefs, etc.

Avoiding obligation or duties

Resentfully suspicious of rivalry; envious.

To criticize or censure; an opinon.

Excessive sexual desire; to feel an intense desire.

To ignore or disregard; to leave undone; lack of 
proper care.

To gain control over; to ave as belonging to one.

A preconceived idea, formed without fair examina-
tion of facts; bias.

An overly high opinion of oneself; arrogance.

Lazy; to put off doing something until later.

Discourteous; unskillful, rough.

Concerned only with one’s own affairs.

Overly concerned with one’s own interests and hav-
ing little concern for others.

Sorrow for one’s suffering or misfortune.



Self-righteous

Self-seeking

Sloth

Spiritual Pride

Steal

Stubborn

Suspicious

Undependable

Undisciplined

Unfaithful

Ungrateful

Unreliable

Unseen

Untrustworthy

Righteous, moral, etc. in one’s own opinon.

One who seeks mainly to further his own inter-
ests.

Laziness; disinclination to work or exert oneself

An overly high opinion of one’s knowledge of God.

To take dishonestly; to have been athief; to gain
slyly.

Refusing to yield or comply; done in an obstinate
or persistent way.

To believe to be guilty, distrust

Not to be relied upon for support or a id.

Lacking self control, efficiency, disorderly conduct.

Adulterous; lacking or breaking faith or loyalty.

Not pleasing, not thankful, not welcome.

Not trustworthy or dependable.

Ideas or beliefs.

Not worthy of trust, not reliable.



Format for Fear Inventory
(4 columns) 
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My fears
(names)

Why do I have
this fear?

Did self-reliance
fail?

What would the
Creator have me
be?

1 2 3 4



Examples of Fear 

Fear of: 

being ridiculed
being made a fool of
the past
the unknown
being loved
not being loved
heights
not being liked
people getting to know me
being hurt
losing
being caught
getting out of jail
being left by a loved one
not being hired due to my
always getting shit jobs
the creator punishing me
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cities
acceptance
failure
authority
change
the future
relationships
death
looks
rejection
responsibility
communicating
race
incarceration
government
knowledge
financial problems
alcohol
being teased
your job
cultural values
family
not being good enough
fear
self
religion
failure
being dependent
sex
intimacy
honesty
trust



Format for Sex Inventory
(11 columns)
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Name Where had we been:
-person
-situation
-th ing
-etc.

Selfish Dishonest Inconsiderate

1 2 3 4
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Jealousy Suspicion Bitterness
Did we unjustifiably around:

5 6 7
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Whom did we
hurt?

Where were we
at fault?

What should we
have done
instead?

Ideal for our
future sex life

8 9 10 11



Set Spiritual Direction For Your Sex Life 

Use your notes from Column 11 of the Sex Inventory to write out or mind map
your ideal future sex life. 

Step Four Vision

My sexual ideals... 

51

Ideal/Vision
For Future
Sex Life



Step Five 
“Admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another human 

being the exact nature of our wrongs.” 

Instructions: 

• Read pages 72-75 in the Big Book. 

• Pick the person with whom you will share your Fifth Step. 

• Do the Fifth Step as per the Big Book advice. 

• Look for any pattern, fear, defects or future amends that you
may have missed in Step Four. 
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How Self-Image is Formed 

Our subconscious mind does not know the difference between an actual experi-
ence and one that is vividly imagined. 

People think in three dimensional form.  We think with words.  These words, as
we think them, trigger pictures or images.  These pictures bring about emotion,
or feeling. 

This three dimensional form of thought, words, pictures and feelings, is called
self-talk. 

So as words trigger pictures and bring on feelings or emotions, it is not neces-
sary to experience the actual event. 

We often record not the reality of an occurrence, but instead what we think
about what is really happening. 

Self-talk is what is recorded in your subconscious mind.  It is not the actual
events of your life that get recorded, but your interpretation of what you think is
happening. 

Your self-image is the accumulation of all the thoughts, attitudes and opinions
about yourself.  Your current self-image was built from your own self-talk. 

Self-talk:  the constant conversation that I have with myself as I constantly judge
and interpret my own experience. 

Imagination X Vividness = Reality (in the subconscious) 

I  x V = R 

If you choose to make changes in your self-image, you can use positive imagi-
nation to create a new subconscious picture of your self. 

All meaningful and lasting change starts first on the inside (our imagination) and
works its way out into reality. 

Every statement you make to yourself has an effect on your subconscious.  Be
careful of what you say to you. 
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If you had a friend that talked to you the way you talk to you, would you hang
around with that friend for very long? 

If we want to improve our self-image and self-esteem we must become aware of
and get rid of our own negative, devaluing self-talk.  We must replace it with
positive, constructive self-talk. 

We will learn to trigger the image of what you want to be, not of what you don’t
want to be.  

You are going to build your own self-image with your own thoughts!  (You
always have and you always will.) 

There is another word that can be substituted for “self-talk.”  That word is “affir-
mation.” 

Affirmations are statements of fact or belief and they are usually accepted liter-
ally by your subconscious mind. 

Affirmations could be a prayer, a pledge or an oath, etc. 

An affirmation can be constructive or negative. 

Examples: 

Constructive: “I’m good at this. It is easy for me.” 

Negative: “I’m no good at this. I always mess it up.” 

Constructive or negative, your subconscious mind doesn’t care, it accepts them
literally and imprints them into your 
“reality.” 

Stop affirming what you don’t want and start affirming what you do want. 

As a man thinketh in his heart, so is he. 
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Step Six
“Were entirely ready to have God remove all these defects of character.”

Instructions:

•  Read the last paragraph on page 75 and the first paragraph on
page 76 of the Big Book and do what it suggests.

•  Consolidate your defects from Steps Four and Five onto a sepa-
rate list if you have not already done so.
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Sample List:

6th Step Undesirable Character Feature List

1. judgmental/playing God xxxxxx
2. fearful xxxxxx
3. vain or conceited xxx
4. lustful xxx
5. self-righteous xx
6. arrogant xx
7. shameful xx
8. selfish xx
9. dishonest xx

10. greedy x
11. angry x
12. self-pity x
13. gossiping x
14. intimidating x
15. retaliating x
16. manipulative x
17. prideful x
18. inconsiderate x



•  For each undesirable character feature, write out what you would like
to have in its place.
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Undesirable Character Feature Desired Character Feature



For each desired character feature, mind map a description of what
your life will be like when you have it.
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Life with
Desired

Character
Feature
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Life with...



The Self-Talk Cycle 

Self-talk either reinforces an already exisitng belief we have
about ourselves, or it can be used to modify and change
our self-image through affirmative statements.

We are image oriented or picture oriented, and our self-talk
triggers images and pictures in our mind.

Three basic principles that apply to our self-talk cycle:

As I think, I am

I move toward and become like that which I think about

My present thoughts determine my future

You can talk yourself into health or i llness and into success
or failure.

The self-talk cycle is also called the self-esteem cycle. You
may have also heard it called a self-fulfill ing prophecy.

the key is that your self-esteem cycle is controlled by how
you talk to yourself.
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The Self-Talk Cycle 
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Self-Talk

How I talk or affirm to myself when
I react to my own evaluation or other’s
evaluation of my performance.

Stimulates eit her positive
or negative self-talk.

Performance Reality
How I act and perform
based on my currently
dominant self-image.

Self-Image
The accumulation of all
the attitudes and opinions
I have perceived about myself
which forms a subconscious
picture of myself.

Reinforces

Controls



We are drawn toward the image or picture we hold in
our mind, whether it is good for us or not.

When your performance doesn’t live up to your expec-
tations, don’t spend time belittling yourself and diminish-
ing your self-image.  Negative self-talk will only perpetu-
ate poor performance.

Instead affirm to yourself:

“That’s not l ike me, the next time I’ll…”
or
“That’s not l ike me, I intend to…”
or
“That was an interesting mistake.  I wonder
what I can learn from that.”

When your performance pleases you or you feel good
about it, you should use positive self-talk to reinforce
this positive picture.

“Good job, that’s like me.”

As you face a situation, begin to build a picture of what
it would look like without the problem.  Then focus on
what you want the outcome to be, not on the problem.

To bring about change:

Change the self-talk, which will change your
self-image, which will change your perform-
ance.

You build your own self-image with your thoughts.
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Step Seven 
“Humbly asked Him to remove our shortcomings.” 

Instructions:

•  Read the second paragraph on page 76 of the Big
Book.

•  Do the Seventh Step prayer (and mean it).

“My Creator, I am now willing that you should have all of
me, good and bad.  I pray that you now remove from me
every single defect of character which stands in the way
of my usefulness to you and my fellows.  Grant me
strength, as I go out from here, to do your bidding.
Amen.” Alcoholics Anonymous Page 76
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Affirmation and Visualization 

•  Write out affirmation statements for each of the defects you
have just asked God to remove.  See instructions on the fol-
lowing pages of this workbook.

•  Learn how to use affirmations and visualization to
reprogram your subconscious into alignment with the
Higher Power thought system.

Affirmation:  Statement of fact or belief

Through visualization you can program what you want into your subcon-
scious.

There must be a strong spirit of intent behind the words you use.

We must learn to write out affirmations properly, so that when you
imprint and visualize them you will make the changes you want in your
belief system.

You will learn how to shape your future, through deliberate self-talk,
imagery and visualization.
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Affirmations must be written so that the words trigger imagery that truly draws
out personal emotions and feelings in you.  They must trigger images in you,
that are first person experiential imagery, as though it is happening right
now. 

Remember 

I x V = R 

Through self-talk, through imagery, through writing the right affirmations, through
visualization and imprinting on a regular basis, you will alter your subconscious
picture of the “truth.” 

When your subconscious picture of “reality” no longer matches the picture you
perceive through your senses, then your creative subconscious goes to work to
get you to act, think and be like your currently dominant picture of yourself. 

As you change the picture, the natural process in our mind always makes you
act like you. 

Remember your creative subconscious is only interested in maintaining your
currently dominant picture of the “truth.”  “Sanity is more important to your cre-
ative subconscious than success!” 

All meaningful and lasting change begins first on the inside and works its way
out! 

Once you get used to using the process, you can grow and change easily and
rapidly beyond your wildest dreams of today. 

Use affirmations as positive prayers and become a co-creator of your future
with God (Higher Power, Creator, etc.) 
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Writing Affirmations 

Here are some guidelines for making each “change goal” into a positive, present tense “I
am” affirmation. 

1. Personal:  You can only aff irm for yourself.  Do not try to aff irm qualities or changes
in other people to correct or alter situat ions you cannot control.   In writing your affirma-
tions, you are changing your regulator, your self-image, through your personal aff irmation
statements.  Only you can deliberately control the input of information and visualizat ion
that brings about the change of your subconscious self-image.  Therefore, in most cases
our affirmation will be an “I” statement. 

As with most guidelines there is an except ion.  When you and your team or family,
have agreed on a joint goal, it is possible to write a “we” affirmation.  For example, you
and your work team set a negotiated joint goal,  or you and your family set a vacation goal.
In this case you will need to affirm both the “we” joint goal as well as your individual part
of reaching the goal. 

2. Positive:  Write out your affirmations in a positive sentence structure.  Do not
describe what you are trying to move away from or eliminate.  You must vividly paint the
picture for your subconscious of the change you want in a posit ive statement.   For exam-
ple, do not make an affirmation like “I ’m no longer lazy,” but rather put it in a positive
statement like, “I am energetic,” to trigger the picture of the change you desire. 

3. Present tense:  Write out your affirmations in the present tense.  The reason we use
only present tense in describing our aff irmations is that this is the only t ime frame the sub-
conscious operates on.  Statements like “some day”, “maybe I ’ll”, “tomorrow I’ll”, create
pictures that make you feel detached from the behavioral change you want to experience
now.  You want to feel like the change inside your own mind and body.  It is important for
the subconscious to receive a picture of you as though you are looking out of your own
eyes at what you are achieving and feel the emotional response to that change. 

4. Indicate achievement: Do not indicate the ability, “I can”, in your affirmation, because
this will not produce change.  You already have the ability.   What you must indicate con-
cretely is actual achievement.   Statements like “I am” and “I have” clearly express to the
subconscious a picture of the behavioral change that you desire.  By using affirmations,
you are assuming on the subconscious level that you are already acting like the person
you indicate you want to become.  The more you subconsciously act as if  you are already
in possession of that quality or change, the faster your self-image will make it evident in
your daily act ions.  By seeing your goal completed, you also help eliminate some of the
stress usually associated with trying to achieve a goal.  Psychologically, the “game” is
over and you know how it turned out.  The pressure of “ending” is gone, so you can give
your attention to the process in a more relaxed, enjoyable manner. 
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5. No comparisons:  The technique of affirming is a personal process.  You are a
unique person and if you attempt to compare your growth to persons above or below you,
it will give you no personal way of measuring your growth process.  You may become dis-
couraged by not measuring up to others, or may get false clues as to the change in your
self-image by surpassing someone who is less capable.  Do not aff irm that you are “as
good as” or “better than” anyone else.  Just strive to bring about the changes in your self-
image that you desire by affirming the qualities that are best for you. 

6. Action words:  Describe the activity you are affirming in terms that create pictures of
you performing in an easy and anxiety-free manner.  Your subconscious actions should be
described by statements that start  with:  “I easily”,  “I quickly”, “I enjoy”,  “I love to”, “I thrive
on”, and “I show”.  Statements like these carry a picture of accomplishment that does not
cause you to feel either threatened or pushed.  The result is that you keep moving
towards your goals with confidence and poise. 

7. Emotion words:  Try to put as much excitement in the wording of your affirmations as
you can by vividly stat ing your behavior in colorful terms.  Words that spark an emotional
picture in your subconscious help to make the experience in your affirmation more believ-
able and attract ive. Write your affirmations in a manner that creates fun, pride, happiness,
accomplishment and joy.  Incidentally, the more emotion, the faster the change.  Some
examples of starting phrases include: “I warmly”, “I lovingly”, and “I enthusiastically.” 

8. Accuracy:  It is important for you to aff irm only as high as you can honestly imagine
yourself becoming or performing. The rule of thumb is do not overshoot or undershoot. Try
to have such a clear and vivid picture of the end result  you want to accomplish that you
accurately stay on course to your goal. 

9. Balance:  A vital aspect of the process is that your affirmations (goals) should fit
together in a consistent manner.  Try not to be affirming in inconsistent directions.
Balance is the key.  Look at growth in all areas of your life rather than just one or two.
For example, if all your affirmations focus on improving only one area, you might very well
leave out your family,  or your job.  Try to grow in all areas of your life.  To assure balance,
ask yourself, “Am I leaving out, under-emphasizing or over-emphasizing the value of
some of the important parts of my life?” 

10. Realistic:  In writ ing out your affirmations, do not try to affirm perfection.  Your invest-
ment is not in perfection, but in excellence.  It is generally self-defeating to make assump-
tions about your self or your accomplishments that you know have very little chance of
ever happening or lasting.  By using terms like, “I always”, “Every time I”, or “I’ll never”,
etc., you can place unrealistic demands on your 
performance reality. 
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11. Keep to yourself:  Your personal aff irmations should be for yourself only because
people may constantly try to remind you of the “old self-image picture” of yourself. Without
really meaning to hold you back, the people around you may get upset with you when you
start changing and growing.  If we reveal our personal goals and affirmations to others, it
allows them to work against us and very often causes us to press to get our goals accom-
plished.  Use good judgment.   Only reveal your affirmations to those persons who need to
know them and who can help you to realize them more quickly.  

Sample Affirmations 

The following are sample affirmations that may be helpful.  There are some that
may fit your work situation, others which focus on your personal 
life , and many may overlap both.  If some of these affirmations fits your person-
al needs, please use them, but be sure to rewrite them if necessary so 
that they sound like you talking to you. 

I like and respect myself.  I know I am a worthy, capable and valuable person. 

I look for ways of putting myself and others up. 

I quietly do helpful and worthwhile things for others. 

I have a variety of interests in life. 

I am fair and just in dealing with people. 

I show great concern for others’ feelings. 

I develop feelings of self-respect and esteem for others. 

I am an action person; I do first things first and one thing at a time. 

I easily live one day at a time. 

I willingly accept the things I cannot change. 

I eagerly change the things I can. 

I have a close and lasting relationship with God as I understand Him. 
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Personal Affirmations 

Remember, an affirmation is simply a one-sentence definition of a quality, a
characteristic, a habit, or a material goal you may desire. 

The easiest way to write an affirmation is to pick out a “change item,” and then
get a clear picture in your mind of how you will act with the new habit, etc.
Next, write down a vivid description of your picture in one sentence, and there’s
your affirmation.  Be sure to include your senses:  how it feels, what you see,
how it sounds, and put the description in your own words and style, just as you
would say it so that it sounds like you. 

Imprinting is the action step needed to impress your goal on the subconscious
and is simply the three-step process of reading, picturing and feeling. 

A.  Words:  Read the words of your affirmation several times each day.  There is
nothing magic in reading the words other than to have a consistent trigger.  The
best times to read and imprint your affirmations are generally early in the morn-
ing, just before you go to sleep or anytime during the day when a relaxed time
is available. 

B.  Pictures:  As you read your affirmation, you should be vividly picturing and
experiencing yourself clearly having accomplished the change you want or the
end result you intend to create.  Through this experimental visualization, you are
displacing old self-images with new pictures of how you want to feel and act.
Remember, you are practicing and experimenting with the change consciously
to begin with. Then through your picturing you are turning it over to the subcon-
scious and very quickly you will begin moving easily and naturally to your new
performance reality. 

C.  Feelings:  Feeling the emotion you want is important for impact.  Gather up
the feelings based on your five senses that you know will accompany the
accomplished goal and enjoy them in vivid detail each time you imprint your
affirmation.  The affirmation will affect your system in a positive way in direct
proportion to the frequency you use vividness and emotional involvement. 

Generally speaking, the imprinting of your affirmation can be broken down this
way. 

Just reading affirmation; 10% impact 
Reading and picturing: 55% impact 
Reading, Picturing and Feeling: 100% impact 
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Use of the following words will enable you to write your affirmation in a forceful,
positive manner: 
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Accomplish Enjoyably Proudly
Achieve Enthusiastically Purposefully
Actively Explicitly Quickly
Aggressively Forcefully Rapidly
Attentively Fulfill Relaxed
Brilliantly Fun Respectfully
Calmly Generously Significantly
Capably Genuinely Simply
Clearly Gladly Skil lfully
Comfortably Gracefully Smoothly
Competently Happily Steadfastly
Completely Industriously Strongly
Concisely Intensely Successfully
Confidently Intentionally Thoroughly
Conscientiously Joyously Tremendously
Creatively Lovingly/love to Triumphantly
Del ightfully Meaningfully Victoriously
Dil igently Naturally Vigorously
Eagerly Passionately Visibly
Easily Patiently Vividly
Effectively Pleasurably Warmly
Efficiently Positively Will ingly
Effortlessly Powerfully



Step Eight 

“Made a list of all persons we had harmed and 
became willing to make amends to them all .” 

Instructions : 

• Read from the third paragraph on page 76 through the second para-
graph on page 84 of the Big Book. 

• Create a separate list of amends you owe based on what came out of
your Fourth and Fifth Steps (be specific). 

• Use flick back/flick up technique to practice doing your amends safely
and successfully. 
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Amends Worksheet
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Whom did I
harm?

Exactly what did I
do to harm them?

What specific
harm did this
cause to them?

What do I need
to do to repair
this damage or
correct for the
harm I have
done, in this
case?



Flick Back/Flick Up 

1. We can learn to “borrow” a positive experience from the past to achieve a
desired goal. 

2. This is called the “flick back/flick up” technique, one which helps you to
prepare emotionally for a predetermined outcome. 

3. You only need to recall vividly any warm, successful episode from the past
and apply it to a forthcoming event or challenge. 

4. What you do is borrow the emotion from an event that gave you particularly
high emotions and feelings of high self-esteem and success, then you proj-
ect these emotions forward into an upcoming event that you are preparing
for. 

5. This flick back/flick up technique develops in you a strong feeling of posi-
tive expectancy. 

6. This emotional borrowing can be implanted into your present affirmations. 

7. What you do when you conjure up these emotions in your memories is to
build a “bank account” of positive emotions to draw on. 

8. You can use this technique to prepare for any situation or event where you
think you may be out of your comfort zone. 
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Amend Simulation Worksheet
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Positive emotion-
al experience
from the past

What positive
emotions was I
experiencing
then?

What amend will
I apply to these
positive emo-
tions?

Description of the
amend going well
and how I will be
feeling these pos-
itive emotions
during and after
the amend



Step Nine 

“Made direct amends to such people wherever possible,  except
when to do so would injure them or others .” 

Instructions: 

• Read the same pages from the Big Book as for Step Eight. 

• Make your amends as quickly as possible (God will show you the
right timing). 

• Observe the promises coming true in your life. 

“The Promises” 
from pages 83 & 84 of the AA Big Book 

“If we are painstaking about this phase of our development, we will be amazed
before we are halfway through.  We are going to know a new freedom and a
new happiness. We will not regret the past nor wish to shut the door on it.  We
will comprehend the word serenity and we will know peace.  No matter how far
down the scale we have gone, we will see how our experience can benefit oth-
ers.  That feeling of uselessness and self-pity will disappear.  We will lose inter-
est in selfish things and gain interest in our fellows.  Self-seeking will slip away.
Our whole attitude and outlook upon life will change.  Fear of people and of
economic insecurity will leave us.  We will intuitively know how to handle situa-
tions which used to baffle us.  We will suddenly realize that God is doing for us
what we could not do for ourselves. 

Are they extravagant promises?  We think not.  They are being fulfilled among
us - sometimes quickly, sometimes slowly.  They will always materialize if we
work for them”. Alcoholics Anonymous Pages 83 and 84
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Constructive and Restrictive Motivation 

There are two kinds of imagery:  constructive and restrictive.  Either kind will
cause our system to be thrown out of order. 

Restrictive Motivation:  Primarily based on 
(A) “Have to’s” 

(B) Fear 

Constructive Motivation:  Primarily based on: 
(A) “Want to’s” 

(B) pay value or personal profitability 

Genuine motivation is self-motivation.  Individuals are accountable for develop-
ing their own potential and for accepting the consequences of their choices. 

Many of us have been raised with restrictive fear motivation all our lives (in
school, church, jobs, military, etc.) 

Example:  We are taught to be good, so we won’t go to hell! 

If you want to become a high performance, high self-esteem person you need to
stop restrictively motivating yourself and start constructively motivating yourself. 

Psychologically, subconsciously people push back whenever they believe they
are being pushed into something. 

Restrictive motivation has a hidden ending of “or else” something terrible will
happen. 

Constructive motivation is based on a want to, choose to, like it, love it basis. 

Whenever you feel like you have to do something, your creative subconscious
says, “Let me try to get you out of it.” 

Example:  An alcoholic who thinks they have to quit drinking will sub-
consciously get people mad at them so they have an excuse to drink. 

Don’t grow, don’t change until you want to…you won’t any way. 
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Step Ten 

“Continued to take personal inventory and when 
we were  wrong promptly admitted it.” 

Instructions : 

• Read page 84 second paragraph through page 88 of the Big Book
(includes instructions for Step Eleven as well). 

• Spot check inventories during the day. 

• Follow the suggestions in the first full paragraph on page 86 of the
Big Book for doing your nightly inventory. 

• Say a prayer of thanks every evening after completing your daily
review with God. 
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Nightly Inventory Checklist
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Was I resentful today?

Was I selfish Today?

Was I dishonest today?

Was I afraid today?

Do I owe an apology for
something I said or did
today?

Have I kept something to
myself that should be dis-
cussed with another per-
son today?

Was I kind and loving
toward all today?

Was I thinking of myself
most of the time today or
was I thinking of what I
could do for others?

Where was my thinking
and behavior out of align-
ment with my Step 2, 3 &
4 visions and my Step 7
affirmations today?

What could I have done
better today?

Specifics What corrective action
should I take?



Captain of the World 

Inhibitive motivation can be recognized by the words or thoughts:  I can’t “or
else” something terrible will happen. 

Inhibitive motivation over a period of years sets up a pattern of restrictive zones. 

People with these restrictive zones resent and fear violations of those patterns.
As a result they stay locked-in to old ways of doing things and are fearful to try
new methods or procedures. 

The subconscious has a firmly grooved image of things that absolutely will lead
to terrible consequences. 

Example:  You can’t go outside the nine dots because you will be punished or
embarrassed for cheating. 

People who have been inhibitively motivated and have strong restrictive zones
tend to force their restrictive patterns onto others (dress codes, work habits, per-
sonal preferences, spiritual beliefs). 

A “Captain of the World” takes it upon themselves to shape up the world in
accordance with their own “restrictive zones.” 

When people make you mad it causes resentments.  What we do with that
resentment is we go into the banking business and make an I.O.U.  When we
get a nice pile of I.O.U.’s built up we frequently violate the other persons 
restrictive zones intentionally to get even with them. 

Another way that people get paybacks on their hostility is withholding.  This can
be love, friendship, cooperation, information, etc. 

The third type of payback is teasing, sarcasm and devaluation. 
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Step Eleven 
“Sought through prayer and meditation to improve 
our conscious contact with God as we understood 

Him, praying only for knowledge of His will for 
us  and the power to carry that out.” 

Instructions : 

• Read second full paragraph on page 86 through page 88 (each morn-
ing). 

• Form a prayer for yourself that roughly matches the suggestions in
these pages and say that prayer each morning after this reading. 

• Read a variety of spiritual/meditation material and meditate on it as
part of your morning and/or evening routine. 

• Say a prayer of thanks just before going to sleep at night. 
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Reticular Activating System 

The “Reticular Activating System” is a group of cells in the brain which moni-
tor sensory messages to the brain.  It is a natural filtering device that allows
only “personally profitable data or information” and “threats” to get through to us. 

We learned that man is teleological in nature.  When he visualizes a goal or tar-
get and sees it as a different picture from what he is now, his system is thrown
out of order. He works to make the two pictures (his perception of the present
and his visualization of the future) match.  In order to restore order, the CSC
unleashes much creative energy to accomplish his goal or the end result he
desires. 

The “Reticular Activating System” explains some of the magic of how this
works.  What we are getting into here is “belief without evidence”.  It is based
on the sound principle that you don’t need to know how to achieve your goal, or
bring about changes. 

When you see your goal in the “now”, as though it is an accomplished fact, your
reticular activating system takes over. 

You become a selective information gatherer.  Your reticular activating system
causes you to build scotomas to irrelevant information and to recognize, quickly,
information that will be of value to you. 

The reticular activating system, once you know what is important to you, lets the
right information in. 

Belief without evidence 

Your goal comes first.  Then you begin to see things that will help you toward
that goal.  Once you determine what you’re looking for, helpful information
comes pouring in. 

Belief without evidence:  set the goal first and the means and methods will fall
into place. 

The goal comes first and then you see it!! 

Set up your reticular activating system to keep you in harmony and alignment
with the higher power thought system. 
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Step Twelve 

“Having had a spiritual awakening as the result 
of these steps, we tried to carry this message to 

….. and to practice these principles in all our affairs.” 

Instructions : 

• Read pages 89 through 164 in the Big Book. 

• Attend a variety of meetings. 

• Do a variety of service work. 

• Carry the message in a variety of ways. 

• Always have a sponsor that can help and guide you in your work and
growth. 

• Keep your Step Two, Step Three, Step Four and Step Seven
visions/affirmations handy and see how quickly they become part of
your life. 

• Work Steps Ten, Eleven and Twelve rigorously to maintain yourself on
this new spiritual orbit. 

• Go back to Step One and work a new set of steps yearly. 

• Pay attention to what season YOU are in.  When Winter comes back
into your life, go back to Step One, and work a set of steps that will
transition you into the next four year growth cycle. 
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The Recovery is a Process not an Event workshop series was developed and
presented by Don Coyhis & Wayne Records as a service offering to the world-
wide 12 Step Recovery Community.

These two long time 12 steppers are also founder & co-founder of White Bison
Inc, a Native American 501 C(3) charitable non-profit company, which created
the Wellbriety Movement.

If you have found these materials helpful in accelerating and strengthening your
personal recovery, please pass them on to others. Also please consider making
a generous donation to White Bison to help fund the creation of a "Wellbriety
Foundation,"  to ensure the sustainability of the Wellbriety Movement well into
the future. (http://www.whitebison.org/Donations.htm)

All inquiries about the Recovery is a Process not an Event workshop materials
or the Wellbriety Movement should be directed to:

White Bison Inc.
Center for the Wellbriety Movement

701 N 20th Street o Colorado Springs CO 80904 
719-548-1000
877-871-1495

719-548-9407 Fax
www.whitebison.org


